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 Intelligence, Social Mobility, and Growth

 By JOHN HASSLER AND JOSE V. RODRIGUEZ MORA*

 We develop a model where the allocation of human resources, intergenerational
 social mobility, and technological growth are jointly determined. High growth
 endogenously increases the equilibrium return to innate cognitive ability and makes
 the allocation of individuals depend more on innate ability and less on social
 background. Individuals with a higher level of innate cognitive ability can deal
 better with less known, but more productive, technologies and thus choose a higher
 rate of technological growth. A social allocation based on innate ability and high
 growth will thus reinforce each other, implying the possibility of multiple endoge-
 nous growth equilibria. (JEL J62, 01)

 Intelligence is what you use when you
 don't know what to do.

 Jean Piaget

 Individuals are not born equal. Society and
 nature endow different individuals with differ-

 ent abilities. An individual's upbringing is de-
 termined by his or her social background and
 affects the individual's future ability to respond
 adequately to the problems faced by economic
 agents. Other differences between individuals
 are the result of nature-some individuals are
 more talented than others. Using economic jar-

 gon, we may say that an individual is born with
 two types of valuable assets: innate and social.

 The distribution of innate and social assets

 among individuals is not independent between
 generations. In the game of allocating intellec-
 tual ability, Mother Nature stacks the cards in
 favor of individuals with gifted parents, which

 we call the genetic heritage. Similarly, the up-
 bringing of one's offspring provides a powerful
 mechanism for transferring social advantages
 between generations. We call this mechanism
 the social heritage.

 In this paper, we assume that genetic heritage
 is weaker than social heritage. In other words,
 an individual's amount of innate assets depends
 less on his/her parents, and more on chance,
 than does his/her amount of social assets. More

 specifically, we assume innate intellectual abil-
 ity to be less than perfectly correlated between
 generations, whereas the social advantages that
 result from a particular upbringing are fully
 determined by the parents' social position. In-
 tergenerational social mobility, defined as the
 extent to which factors other than parental so-
 cial position affect the individual's own social
 position, will then depend on whether the social
 sorting mechanism emphasizes traits and abili-
 ties determined by innate or social assets. If
 innate intellectual ability is important for an
 individual's social position, social mobility will
 be high. If the individual's upbringing, deter-
 mined by one's parental background, is of
 greater importance, social mobility will be low.

 Our first goal is to demonstrate that economic
 mechanisms determine the relative importance
 of innate abilities and social heritage when in-
 dividuals are allocated over different economic
 roles in society. For this purpose, we construct
 a stylized economy, in which each individual
 chooses whether to become an entrepreneur or a
 worker. Workers are paid a common wage,
 determined on a Walrasian labor market.
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 Entrepreneurs, on the other hand, will be re-
 warded on the basis of their ability to take the
 correct action in difficult situations. There are
 no barriers to this career choice-individuals

 are free to choose the option giving maximum
 expected lifetime utility. A key result is that the
 equilibrium allocation of individuals over social
 positions depends critically on the level of en-
 trepreneurial difficulty, driven by the rate of
 technological growth.

 We model the social assets of children of
 entrepreneurs as information given by the par-
 ents about the optimal actions of an entrepre-
 neur, at the time when the parents were

 working. This gives children of entrepreneurs
 an informational advantage over children of
 workers, provided that the world has not
 changed a great deal since their parents were
 entrepreneurs. We show that low growth im-
 plies that the world changes slowly-the right
 actions yesterday are also likely to be the right
 ones today.

 If, instead, the rate of growth is high, the
 economic environment for entrepreneurs
 changes rapidly, making the information inher-
 ited by children of entrepreneurs from their
 parents less valuable. Consequently, they will
 not enjoy as great an advantage over children of
 workers as in the low-growth case. The "ability
 to learn or understand or to deal with new or
 trying situations" becomes more important for
 social selection when all individuals stand on
 more equal grounds regarding their ex ante in-
 formation. The quote is a standard definition of
 intelligence.' We therefore use the term intelli-
 gence for the type of innate ability we are fo-
 cusing on.2 When growth is high, the world
 changes rapidly between generations, and the
 environment is "new and trying" for everybody.
 Thus, intelligence is a more important determi-
 nant of career choices in this case. Since social

 background becomes less important, intergen-
 erational social mobility increases.

 Our second goal is to embed the social selec-
 tion mechanism in an endogenous growth
 model. Here, growth is driven by a cumulative
 process in which knowledge about how to use
 increasingly productive technologies is accu-
 mulated. Thus, future generations will benefit
 from the technological advances by previous
 entrepreneurs. This is not taken into account,
 however, when individuals are rewarded on the
 labor market and there is thus no guarantee that
 individuals will be allocated over jobs in a way
 that fosters growth.

 In our model, entrepreneurs face a trade-off
 between productivity and difficulty. A great in-
 novation, giving a large productivity gain over
 the technology previously used, implies a
 higher degree of ignorance about its optimal use
 and a larger scope for mistakes. As we will see,
 the higher the individual entrepreneur's ability
 to learn or understand or to deal with new or
 trying situations, the larger will the individual's
 technological innovations be. This will create a
 feedback mechanism whereby rapid technolog-
 ical growth creates an environment in which the
 sorting of individuals to entrepreneurial posi-
 tions is based on intelligence, not on social
 background. From a growth perspective, this
 increases the efficiency in the allocation of in-
 dividuals and fosters future rapid growth.

 The feedback mechanism in our model can
 produce multiple steadly-state endogenous
 growth equilibria. To illustrate this, consider
 two ex ante identical societies, Richland and
 Poorland. They have access to the same re-
 sources (both human and physical), but for his-
 torical reasons, they have different social
 structures. The entrepreneurial class of Poor-
 land consists mainly of the children of previous
 entrepreneurs. From an intellectual point of
 view, the entrepreneurs are a random sample of
 society's entire population and, consequently,
 quite average with regard to their intellectual
 abilities. Thus, they are not very innovative and
 do not substantially change the world; neverthe-
 less, they confront economic challenges and
 learn from these. They can explain to their
 children what actions were the best to take
 during their working life, which is sufficient to
 give the children of entrepreneurs the upper
 hand-they will become the entrepreneurs of

 1 Merriam-Webster's Collegiate, Tenth Edition, from
 Encyclopedia Britannica On-Line Edition.

 2 We are aware of the sensitivity involved in classifying
 individuals as having higher or lower levels of intelligence.

 We certainly do not want to be judgmental, and hope that
 the reader is willing to disregard the depreciatory values

 sometimes associated with our terminology. It should also
 be noted that we do not need to assume that some individ-
 uals are better in all dimensions. It is sufficient that different
 individuals have different talents.
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 the next generation. Consequently, the intelli-
 gence of the entrepreneurial class of Poorland
 will remain average and Poorlandians will have
 little or no growth for generations to come.

 In Richland, the situation is different: the

 entrepreneurs are the most intelligent individu-

 als in society and they innovate and generate
 growth. Thus, they make the world change rap-
 idly, and the information they can pass on to

 their children thus becomes irrelevant so

 quickly that it is of no or little value. The next
 generation of entrepreneurs will thus be formed
 by the intellectually gifted and the people of

 Richland will enjoy consistent high growth.
 There is empirical evidence in line with our

 results. Our first key result is that rapid techno-
 logical progress increases the relative return to
 (intellectual) ability and diminishes the relative
 return to family background. This result is a key
 assumption in both Oded Galor and Daniel
 Tsiddon (1997) and Galor and Omer Moav
 (2000), who also discuss some empirical sup-
 port consistent with their assumptions. For ex-
 ample, Chinhui Juhn et al. (1993) show that the
 return to unobserved ability and the return to
 observed characteristics (e.g., education) show
 different patterns over time. Increases in the
 return to unobserved ability can account for

 most of the increase in inequality in the 1970's,
 but only for a smaller share in the 1980's. The
 interpretation is that these patterns are driven by
 rapid technological growth in the 1970's.

 Ann P. Bartel and Nachum Sicherman (1999)
 use a panel of young workers observed between
 1979 and 1993 to analyze wages in industries

 with different rates of technological growth.
 They also provide evidence of a positive rela-
 tion between the rate of technological growth
 and the return to ability. In addition, they find
 evidence that variation in the return to ability
 affects sorting. At high rates of technological
 change, ability becomes more important than
 formal background, which leads to a concentra-
 tion of high-ability individuals in industries
 with rapid technological growth.

 Theodore W. Schultz (1964, 1975) also pro-
 vides evidence in line with our model. In an
 analysis of the agricultural sector, it is shown
 that when technological advancements occur
 slowly, traditional ways of transferring informa-
 tion between generations-like parents teaching
 their children-are economically efficient. As

 technological growth increases, this source of

 information becomes relatively less valuable.

 Our second main result, that the allocation of
 intellectual resources matters for growth, also

 finds support in the existing literature and is the

 main point in Kevin M. Murphy et al. (1991).

 They also show empirical evidence that talented

 individuals are more important for growth if

 they are engineers rather than lawyers. Simi-

 larly, William J. Baumol (1990) uses historical
 evidence to support the idea that growth in-
 creases if society directs more entrepreneurial
 talent to productive, rather than to rent-seeking,
 activities.

 Robert Eriksson and John Goldthorpe (1992)

 provide another piece of evidence consistent
 with our results. They construct an index of
 intergenerational social mobility for nine coun-
 tries and find that the sample can be divided into
 one group with relatively low mobility, consist-
 ing of The Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy,
 and the United Kingdom, and another with
 higher mobility, consisting of Sweden, Japan,
 the United States, and Australia. The average
 long-run growth rate has also been lower in the
 former group; the average growth rate per year
 between 1870 and 1979 was 1.77 percent in the
 former group, versus 2.43 percent in the latter.3

 Most of the literature dealing with growth,
 social mobility, and income distribution has fo-
 cused on the effects of financial market imper-
 fections on human capital accumulation [Galor
 and Joseph Zeira (1993) and Roland Benabou
 (1996), for instance]. The central issue in our
 paper-how growth affects the sorting effi-
 ciency of the labor market and how this, in turn,
 affects growth-has not been considered in this
 line of literature. Galor and Tsiddon (1997) is
 the paper closest to ours. By defining two dif-
 ferent types of technological change, major
 technological breakthroughs ("inventions") and
 gradual technological progress ("innovation"),
 they model the effects of technological change
 on intergenerational mobility. After an inven-
 tion has been made, the return to ability is
 assumed to increase. This increases the social
 sorting efficiency in a way that produces a

 3 Our own calculations from Angus Maddison (1982).
 Note also that, if the somewhat exceptional case of Australia
 is removed from the latter group, the difference in growth

 rate becomes greater.
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 "burst" of economic growth, followed by inno-
 vations and a return to lower growth and less-
 efficient social sorting, which implies cycles in
 growth and mobility.

 In contrast to Galor and Tsiddon (1997), we
 construct a model that allows us to endogenize
 the relative returns to the two types of human
 capital as equilibrium outcomes on the labor

 market. A contribution of this paper is to pro-

 vide an explicit theoretical model for how the
 empirical relation between technological
 growth and the relative return to intellectual
 ability may result as a market outcome. In ad-
 dition, we provide a formal model that explains
 how social sorting affects the rate of technolog-
 ical growth. Rather than competing with Galor
 and Tsiddon (1997), we believe that our paper
 provides important building blocks to their
 foundational story.

 Our model explains technological growth and
 social mobility as fully determined by the endog-
 enous allocation and accumulation of information.
 We certainly realize that other factors-notably
 the distribution and accumulation of physical
 capital-are also of importance for growth and
 social mobility. Nevertheless, we believe infor-
 mation to be sufficiently important to motivate an
 attempt to build a purely information-based
 model.

 The paper is structured in the following way:
 Section I describes the basic model with exog-
 enous growth, which allows us to analyze the
 social sorting mechanism as a function of
 growth. Section II endogenizes growth by intro-
 ducing a link between the allocation of innate
 assets, generated by the social sorting mecha-
 nism, and growth. Section III summarizes and
 concludes.

 I. A Model of Human Resource Allocation

 A. Entrepreneurs and Workers

 In each discrete time period, there is a con-
 tinuum of mass 1 of individuals. Each individ-
 ual lives one period only, and the common
 utility function is logarithmic.4

 Each individual chooses whether to be a

 worker or an entrepreneur. If an individual
 chooses to be a worker, she or he gets the

 known market wage at time t, denoted wt. If an
 individual chooses to be an entrepreneur, she or
 he creates a firm and is the residual claimant to
 firm profits.

 An entrepreneur must make two decisions: (i)
 to choose the number of workers to hire, de-

 noted lt; and (ii) to take an entrepreneurial de-
 cision, a E R. The task of the entrepreneur is to
 set a as close to an unobservable stochastic

 variable xt as possible. The larger the distance
 between a and xt, the lower the profits in t.
 More specifically, the profits of the firm are:5

 (1) II - (x - a)2 (2e rI2 - Wtit),

 where rt is the log(level of productivity) at
 period t. We can think of xt as the "best way" of
 running a firm. In other words, xt represents the
 optimal location of an entrepreneur in the space
 of possible products, firm organizations, geo-

 graphic locations, and so on. Obviously, xt is a
 multidimensional object in the real world. To
 simplify, however, we assume that it is unidi-
 mensional; making it multidimensional would
 be a straightforward generalization.

 Profits are clearly maximized ex post if a =

 xt. However, no individual knows the value of
 xt ex ante. Furthermore, individuals differ in
 their beliefs about xt, although all agents have
 rational expectations. Below, we describe how
 these expectations are formed. Now, take the
 distribution of xt as given and consider an indi-
 vidual j who believes that xt is normally dis-
 tributed, with mean ,(j) and variance l/[P(j)].
 P(j) is thus the precision of j's beliefs, and
 l/[P(j)] is the expected (squared) error of an
 entrepreneur when running a firm.

 It is straightforward to show that all entrepre-

 neurs will hire It = (ert/wt)2 workers, regard-
 less of their beliefs. The best action, of course,
 does depend on beliefs and is a = ,u(j). An

 4 The degree of risk aversion is not important for the
 results. The logarithmic utility function facilitates the expo-

 sition. In Appendix B, we present a model with risk-neutral
 agents, which produces qualitatively similar results.

 5The somewhat peculiar profit function used is not of
 qualitative importance for the results, but greatly simplifies
 the algebra. The model in Appendix B uses a profit function
 in which the entrepreneurial decision affects gross produc-
 tion.
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 entrepreneur's utility will be stochastic, with an
 expected value given by

 (2) Ve(j) = E ln(HI)

 2rt - ln wt-p

 which, of course, increases in the precision

 P(j).
 If the individual instead chooses to be a

 worker, that individual's utility will be certain

 and equal to log(wt), independent of his/her
 beliefs about, and the realization of, xt. If log wt
 ? rt, obviously, nobody will choose to be an
 entrepreneur. For lower wages, an individual
 with precision P(j) chooses to be an entrepre-
 neur if

 (3) P(j) > 2(rt - ln wt) -Zt

 Thus, zt is the threshold precision such that
 an individual is indifferent between being an
 entrepreneur and a worker. This threshold is a
 monotonically increasing function of the wage.
 When deriving the equilibrium conditions of the

 model below, we use zt rather than the wage,
 which simplifies the notation. Note also that the
 labor demand can be written

 (4) lt= e=

 which is decreasing in zt and thus in the wage.
 If Condition (3) holds with equality, the agent

 is indifferent between being an entrepreneur and
 being a worker. If the agent's precision is

 smaller than zt, she or he chooses to be a
 worker.

 B. Information, Technology, and Intelligence

 Now, turn to the distribution of xt and the
 information of different individuals. The distri-

 bution of xt will depend on the particular tech-
 nology used in period t. We assume that
 technologies are pairs denoted [r, xr] with r,
 Xr E 9. For any particular technology, r rep-
 resents (the log of) its maximal productivity and
 xr the associated optimal decision. It is common
 knowledge that for any technology [r, Xr], the
 optimal decision for technologies with higher

 productivity follows a Brownian motion with
 instantaneous variance o. In other words, given
 [r, xr] and g ? 0,

 (5) X+ = Xr + a dz,

 where dz is a standard Wiener increment.

 Thus, the variance of xr + g conditional on xr
 is equal to go, whereas the unconditional
 variance is infinite. The interpretation of con-
 dition (5) is that each marginal technological
 improvement requires new information on
 how to use the improved technology. Given
 knowledge about how to use a particular tech-
 nology, the more new information is required,
 the higher the targeted productivity increase.
 Consequently, the margin for errors increases
 in the amount of technological improvements.
 In this section, we treat g as exogenous and
 common to everybody, whereas it is a matter
 of individual choice in Section II. Fixing the
 growth rate between time periods to g, we can
 rewrite (5) as follows

 (6) xt = xt- I+ Vgo8,t

 where Et is distributed as a standard normal and
 independent over time.6 The value of go is the
 amount of new information required to fully
 utilize the newly introduced technology. It can
 be viewed as an index of the flow rate of new
 ideas and technological innovations. If go is
 high, the flow is high, and the "best way" of
 running a firm thus changes quickly. A high
 level of go might be the result of a rate of
 growth, which implies that new methods must be
 learned at a quick rate. It might also be the result
 of a high value of the parameter v; in that case, the
 amount of information required to increase pro-
 ductivity by a particular amount is large. In any
 case, a high level of go- implies that the intrinsic
 difficulty of being an entrepreneur is high.

 We now specify the private information re-

 garding the distribution of xt. Each individual
 has two sources of private information. One
 refers to xt- 1 and depends on the individual's

 6 This formulation is close to the one in Bojan Jovanovic
 and Yao Nyarko (1996).
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 social background; the other is the result of an
 individual's intelligence and provides informa-

 tion on xt directly.
 Let us first describe the information on

 xt- 1-the individual's social assets. We will
 use subindex p E {e, w } to denote whether the
 individual's parent is an entrepreneur or a
 worker. We assume that children of entrepre-
 neurs know more about the optimal decision in
 the previous period, and this information serves
 as guidance for what decision to take today. We

 let YP denote the variance in this information.7
 To save on notation, we let Ye = 0 and denote

 ,y > 0. Our assumptions can be inter-
 preted in the following way: entrepreneurs learn

 about xt ex post (i.e., after deciding a). This
 information is then transferred to their descen-
 dants without costs. Children of workers, on the
 other hand, have access only to public informa-
 tion, which is less precise.8

 We assume that social assets, that is, the
 pieces of information given by entrepreneurs to
 their children, are nontradeable. This assump-
 tion, of course, is crucial for our results. Our
 motivation for this is that we focus on the type
 of human capital that can be transferred only
 through the (slow) process of upbringing in the
 parental household.9

 Now, consider the second source of private

 information, which is the result of the individ-
 ual's innate intellectual ability. In this paper, we
 focus on the ability to learn, understand, and
 deal with new or trying situations. Since this
 corresponds to the dictionary definition of intel-
 ligence, we use this term and assume that indi-
 viduals are different with respect to their level
 of intelligence.

 More specifically, by the term intelligence,
 we mean any trait or characteristic with the
 following properties:

 1. It helps in solving a problem that the indi-
 vidual has not faced before.

 2. It is not a choice variable of the individual or
 the individual's parents.

 3. It is less than perfectly correlated between
 generations.

 We are not neuroscientists, and this paper is
 not about psychology or neuroscience,10 so we
 do not want to imply that we know what intel-
 ligence really is or, for example, whether it is
 affected by genetics. We need to assume only
 that an individual characteristic with the preced-
 ing properties exists in the population with a
 nondegenerate distribution'1

 Given the above-mentioned properties, we
 model the level of intelligence as the precision
 in an unbiased Gaussian private signal on the
 right action in a particular situation faced by the
 individual. Each individual rationally combines
 his/her private information with information re-
 ceived from other sources. Rational Bayesian
 updating with normally distributed signals im-
 plies that posterior beliefs are normally distrib-
 uted with a precision equal to the sum of the
 precisions in the prior and the signal. We should
 note that intelligence is of no importance in a
 situation with full information; since the vari-
 ance of the prior is zero, adding another signal
 (due to intelligence) cannot further reduce the

 7 It would be straightforward to let y be a function of the
 growth rate in previous periods. This would have an impact

 only on the dynamic behavior of the economy around its

 steady states in the case of nonconstant growth rates and
 would make it possible to analyze growth cycles along the
 lines in Galor and Tsiddon (1997).

 8 A different, but clearly related, social heritage is mod-
 eled in Anna Sjogren (1998), where it is assumed that an
 individual knows his/her ability in the trade of his/her

 parents but is unsure of his/her ability in other occupations.

 This is also the way in which Galor and Tsiddon (1997)

 model social heritage. Under this assumption, social barriers
 result from risk aversion.

 9 In this extremely stylized model, "social assets" are

 simply the knowledge of a particular number x, -1, i.e.,
 something that could, in theory, be bought and sold. In
 reality, it is inconceivable that the knowledge and the ex-
 perience acquired by growing up in the "right" family could

 be bought and sold at a perfect market. In our view, this is
 not because this kind of knowledge cannot be represented

 by numbers associated with particular stochastic variables.
 Rather it is because human limitations imply that this
 knowledge is so complex (multidimensional) that it can be
 transferred only if the individual grows up in the right
 circumstances. We represent this knowledge by a univariate
 variable only for simplicity.

 10 See William H. Calvin (1996) for a nontechnical over-
 view on how neuroscientists deal with intelligence.

 l Note that our working definition of intelligence is not
 equivalent to the scores of IQ tests, which is known to be at
 odds with the second property. Note also that we do not
 assume that the ability to solve new problems is fully

 determined by intelligence; however-as we must as-
 sume-nor is it perfectly determined by factors within the
 control of the individual or his/her parents.
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 TABLE 1-PRECISION OF DIFFERENT AGENTS

 Type Number at t Precision (Pp,)
 1

 {e,h} mt_lq ]
 gcr

 {e,l} mt_(1 - q) 1 +1
 gcr

 {w, h} (I - MT 1)q I + a
 y' + go

 I

 {W, l} (1 - mt_)(1 - q) y?+ go

 variance. Thus, the more difficult a situation,
 the more important is intelligence, which seems
 to be well in line with the dictionary definition
 of intelligence quoted earlier. Finally, we as-
 sume that the private information set is not
 transferable between individuals and that it can-
 not be affected by the individual (for example,
 through training or education).12

 We now proceed by making the simplifica-
 tion that there are only two levels of intelli-
 gence: high or low. We use subindex i E {h, l}
 to denote these two levels.13 An individual of
 intelligence type h receives an unbiased signal

 on xt that is distributed as a normal with preci-
 sion a > 1. Individuals of intelligence type 1

 also get an unbiased signal on xt, but with a
 precision equal to 1. Furthermore, we assume
 the intelligence type to be uncorrelated between
 parents and children. 14 The share of individuals
 of intelligence type h is q in every period.

 All individuals in the economy belong to one
 of four types: {e, h}, {e, 1}, {w, h}, or {w, 1}.
 The distribution of these types in period t and
 their corresponding precisions are given in Ta-

 ble 1, where mt - 1 denotes the number (share)
 of entrepreneurs in the previous period. Clearly,
 individuals of type {e, h } are always the group

 best suited to be entrepreneurs. Similarly, types
 {w, l} make the worst entrepreneurs. Consider
 the two intermediate groups, types {e, l} and
 {w, h }. The intrinsic difficulty (the complexity)
 of being an entrepreneur is the factor determining
 who will be the best entrepreneurs. For low values

 of the standard deviation of xt, given x, 1, which
 in turn is given by go-, type {e, l} individuals are
 better fitted for entrepreneurial tasks than type {w,
 h} individuals, whereas the opposite applies for

 high values of go-. Clearly, there is always a
 unique positive value of go, such that the two
 groups are equally good entrepreneurs:

 RESULT 1 Threshold Difficulty: There is a
 unique value, denoted D*, such that if go is larger

 (smaller) than D*, Pe'l is smaller (larger) than
 P 15

 w,h

 (7) D*- ' + - y2 + 4[,yI(a -1)]
 2 2

 C. Equilibrium Conditions

 The model has two equilibrium conditions.
 First, given individual career choices, the labor
 market must clear. Second, given the wage es-
 tablished in the labor market, each individual
 chooses the career that maximizes his or her
 expected utility.

 First, consider the labor-market equilibrium.
 This is a price of labor, which we express in

 terms of zt, and a number of entrepreneurs mt,
 such that labor supply equals labor demand. For
 a given number of entrepreneurs at t, labor
 supply is completely inelastic and equal to (1 -
 mt). Labor demand is a function of zt, since
 each entrepreneur will hire ellzt workers. In
 equilibrium, the number of workers demanded
 must equal the fixed supply of labor, that is,

 (8) mtellZt I -Mt :>

 1
 Mt = 1 + ellzt L(zt)

 L'(zt) > 0.

 12 Certainly, training makes it easier to solve problems,
 but by reducing the variance in the prior distribution, not by
 increasing the precision in the private signal. In other words,

 training makes problems easier.
 13 The model in Appendix B assumes a continuum of

 intelligence levels. The results do not change, but we can no

 longer provide analytical results.

 14 Once more, this is only for simplicity. As long as this
 correlation is smaller than unity, the qualitative results will
 hold.

 15 Missing proofs are available at request from the au-
 thors.
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 m

 1 i - S(zt)

 q+mt-I(l-q)-- L L(zt)

 me

 Mt-lq1 /

 Pw, F Pw,h PeQ l PeIh

 FIGURPJ 1. AN EQUILIBRIUM IF go- < D*

 The labor-market equilibrium thus estab-
 lishes a positive relationship, denoted mt =
 L(zt), between the wage and the number of
 entrepreneurs.

 The second equilibrium condition is that all
 agents choose the career that maximizes their
 individual expected utility. This condition
 also implies that the number of entrepreneurs
 is related to the wage. At sufficiently low
 wage levels, everybody prefers to be an en-
 trepreneur, whereas at higher wage levels, an
 increasing number of types will come to pre-
 fer being workers. Individuals of type {w, 1}
 are always the first to prefer being workers as
 the wage increases and type { e, h } individu-
 als are always the last. As to which of the
 intermediate groups comes first hinges on
 whether go is smaller than D*. If goa is small,
 the intrinsic difficulty of being an entrepre-
 neur is relatively low and the value of know-
 ing the previous period's "best way" is high,
 which means that the type {w, h} individuals
 are the first to prefer to be workers as the

 wage increases. We write the equilibrium
 sorting condition as

 (9) Mt=S(t)

 where S(Q) is a step function with S(O) 1 and
 S(z) 0 if z > Pe,n. Each discontinuity occurs
 at the wage at which a category of individuals is
 indifferent between the two career choices.'6

 Clearly, Conditions (8) and (9) together are
 necessary and sufficient for equilibrium. The

 relations between mt and zt given by L and S are
 depicted in Figures 1 and 2. In both cases, the

 function L( zt) monotonically increases from
 zero and converges asymptotically to 1/2,

 whereas S(zt) decreases in steps, from one to
 zero. This ensures the existence of an (unique)

 equilibrium (m, and w,) at t for any possible
 Mt-I and gu.

 16 S(Z) is fully specified in Appendix A.
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 m

 I - - S(Zt)

 q+mt-I(l-q)- L L(zt)

 q-

 Me-

 mt_lq-

 Pw,I Pe,l Pw,h Pe,h

 FIGURE 2. AN EQUILIBRIUM IF ga- > D*

 D. Steady State

 Let us now focus on the steady state in the
 model. For this purpose, it is convenient to
 make two definitions:

 Definition 1:

 m.(gor) L(PW,h) 1 e{[ /(y + g()] + a}

 me(go) L(Pe,) I + e[(lg) +1]'[

 In words, m.( (go) (me(go)) denotes the num-
 ber of entrepreneurs that results in a labor-
 market equilibrium wage, making type {w, h}
 ({e, 1}) individuals indifferent between career

 choices. Clearly, if go- < D*, mnj(go-) >
 mj(go-), because if type {e, l} individuals
 make better entrepreneurs than type {w, h}
 individuals, they can accept a larger number of
 entrepreneurs before getting deterred from be-

 ing entrepreneurs by too high a wage. If go- >
 D*, the opposite is true.

 In a steady-state equilibrium, we require the

 number of entrepreneurs to be constant: mt- 1
 Mt m. Consider first the case when go < D*.
 The two equilibrium relations mn = L(zt) and mt
 S(zt) for this case are depicted in Figure 1. We see
 that one segment of S(z) (marked with a thicker

 line) equals mt 1. In a steady-state equilibrium,
 L(z,) must thus cross S(zt) at that segment. If L(zt)
 crosses S(zt) at any other segment, the resulting
 equilibrium value of mt differs from mt 1. At the
 steady-state equilibria, the equilibrium wage be-

 longs to the interval [lp,h, Pe,l]

 RESULT 2: If gor < D*, m and z are a
 steady-state equilibrium if and only if m E

 [mw(go), m,(go-:)] and m L(z). There is no
 intergenerational mobility in these equilibria
 and the set of equilibria is dynamically stable.

 Now, consider the case when go-: > D*. In a
 steady state, the wage can clearly not exceed
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 PW,1. If it did, only type {e, h} individuals
 would be entrepreneurs in the next period (i.e.,

 mt would equal qmt- 1, which is smaller than
 mt_ 1). Furthermore, the steady-state wage can-
 not be lower than Pe,1 If it was, both all types
 {e, h} and {e, l} and all type {w, h} individ-
 uals would become entrepreneurs in the next

 period [i.e., mt would equal mt_1 + q(l -
 mt i), which is larger than m__ l ].

 We now have three cases, depending on the
 value of the parameter q. The first case arises if

 q is within the interval [me, mw]. This case is
 depicted in Figure 2, where the steady-state

 equilibrium is at the point where L(zt) crosses
 S(zt) at the horizontal thick segment where q =
 S(zt). This is clearly the unique steady-state
 equilibrium in this case. All individuals with a
 high level of intelligence, but no other, are

 entrepreneurs [i.e., m = q and z = L l(q)]*
 The second case arises if q > mw. In this

 case, L(zt) crosses S(zt) at the vertical segment
 above Pw,h. This equilibrium replicates itself
 and is the unique steady state. In this case, the
 share of individuals of intelligence type h is so
 large that they cannot all become entrepreneurs

 in equilibrium. The wage is thus pw,h which
 makes type {w, h } individuals indifferent be-
 tween the career choices and some of them
 become workers and some entrepreneurs.

 The third, and last, case arises if q < me. In this
 case, the total number of individuals of intelli-
 gence type h is so small that also some individuals

 with i= 1 will be entrepreneurs. The wage is Pw,1,
 so that type {e, l} individuals are indifferent be-
 tween the two careers and some of them become
 workers and some entrepreneurs.

 Our conclusions for the case when go- : D*
 can now be summarized as follows:

 RESULT 3: If gor > D*, there is only one
 steady-state equilibrium for each value of go-,
 with m and z given by:

 [mw (g"), L l (m. (o--ffl
 if q > m (gor)

 [q, L-'(q)],
 [m, z] if m.(g a) ? q ? Me(g )

 [me (g or), L -'1(me (g 0)f) ],
 if me (g0r) > q.

 Intergenerational mobility is positive and the
 equilibrium is dynamically stable.

 The intuition behind our results in this
 section is straightforward. When gor- is low,
 parental upbringing (social assets) is more
 valuable than intelligence, for two reasons.
 First, low growth means that the world
 changes slowly. The information inherited by
 a child of an entrepreneur is thus highly rel-
 evant and useful. Second, the fact that the
 world is changing slowly implies that the
 inherent complexity of being an entrepreneur
 is low. Under such circumstances, a type
 { e, 1} individual will be able to make good
 decisions, which results in a steady state with
 zero intergenerational social mobility. How-
 ever, the number of individuals with the ad-
 vantage of being born to entrepreneurs
 obviously depends on the number of entrepre-
 neurs in the previous period. The sorting and
 the labor-market equilibrium restrict the num-
 ber of entrepreneurs in a steady state. If the
 number of entrepreneurs is larger than a cer-
 tain value, the wage will be so high that not
 all children of entrepreneurs will want to be
 entrepreneurs themselves. If, on the other hand,
 the number of entrepreneurs is lower than a cer-
 tain value, the wage will be so low that some
 children of workers also will want to be entrepre-
 neurs. Any value of the number of entrepreneurs
 in this range is a steady state.

 When go- is large, it is difficult to be an
 entrepreneur and the inherited information is
 of little value. Consequently, intelligent indi-
 viduals have the upper hand. All intelligent
 individuals, but no others, will become entre-
 preneurs unless

 * there are so many intelligent individuals
 that, if they were all entrepreneurs, the
 wage paid to workers would be so high that
 the children of workers with intelligence
 type h would be unwilling to become en-
 trepreneurs, or if

 * there are so few intelligent individuals
 that, if they were the only entrepreneurs,
 there would be so many workers that the
 equilibrium wage would be so low that
 the children of entrepreneurs with intelli-
 gence type 1 would prefer to be entrepre-
 neurs.
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 Number of entrepreneurs of
 I A Supportable entrepreneurial shares 'intelligence type h

 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 m

 m in ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_(q)
 Supportable steady-state Share of entrepreneurs of

 2 entrepreneurial shares intelligencetypeh

 ~-m q

 Me~ ~ is,

 min() m, (q) Me 1 (q)

 FIGURE 3. CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN THE STEADY STATE EQUILIBRIUM SHARE OF ENTREPRENEURS, THE NUMBER AND
 SHARE OF ENTREPRENEURS OF TYPE h AND go-

 In the former (latter) case, the wage must be
 such that the type {w, h} ({e, l}) individuals
 are indifferent between the career choices.

 E. The Allocation of Intelligence

 In the previous subsection, we established
 that for each level of intrinsic entrepreneurial
 difficulty, there is a corresponding set of steady-
 state equilibrium values of the number of entre-
 preneurs. Now, let us take a closer look at how
 the allocation of society's intellectual resources
 varies with the level of entrepreneurial diffi-
 culty, as measured by go-. The upper left panel
 of Figure 3 depicts the functions m((go-) and
 Mn(goa). These are both decreasing, for as gr
 increases, it becomes more difficult to be an
 entrepreneur. A higher wage is then required to
 make individuals indifferent between the career
 choices: mw and me asymptotically converge to
 1/(1 + et) and 1/(1 + e), respectively.

 Consider first the value of go- < D*. Then,
 me exceeds mw, implying that intelligence is
 irrelevant for social sorting. All values of m
 such that me ? m ? mw constitute an equilib-
 rium, which is represented by the shadowed
 area between the two curves in the bottom-left
 panel. In the panels to the right, it is seen that
 the number (share) of entrepreneurs of type h
 equals qm (q).

 When go- equals D*, mw and me cross, there
 is a jump in social mobility, and all individuals
 of intelligence type h become entrepreneurs.17
 At D*, the number of entrepreneurs of intelli-
 gence type h jumps from qme to q. The share of
 entrepreneurs of intelligence type h also jumps.

 17 In the depicted case, q < mT,(D*). If q > mw(D*),
 the steady-state value of m is given by m, to the right of the
 crossing, since type { w, h} individuals must now be indif-
 ferent between the career choices. All entrepreneurs are then
 of intelligence type h.
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 The number of entrepreneurs is given by me,
 since the type {e, 1 } individuals must be indif-
 ferent between the two career choices.

 As go- increases further, the number of type
 {e, 1} individuals who become entrepreneurs
 falls and the share of entrepreneurs of intelli-
 gence type h thus increases. As long as some
 type {e, 1} individuals choose to be entrepre-
 neurs, the number of entrepreneurs will equal
 me, which falls as go- continues to increase.
 Eventually, no type {e, 1 } individual prefers to
 be an entrepreneur and only individuals of in-
 telligence type h become entrepreneurs. From
 this value of go-, denoted me 1(q), the number
 of entrepreneurs equals q. Eventually, mJ(go-)
 equals q [the value of go- at which this occurs is
 denoted m_1(q)], unless q < 1/(1 + et). For
 larger values of go-, all type {e, h }, but only
 some type {w, h}, individuals are entrepre-
 neurs. Type {w, h} individuals must thus be

 indifferent between career choices, so m = mw.
 No individual of intelligence type 1 is an entre-
 preneur, but the number of entrepreneurs is fall-
 ing because a higher wage is required to
 motivate individuals to take on the increasingly
 difficult task of being entrepreneur.

 Two mechanisms create a link between the
 allocation of individuals of intelligence type h
 and entrepreneurial difficulty. The first is that,
 when it becomes more difficult to be an entre-
 preneur, a smaller share of the population will
 become entrepreneurs. This mechanism is re-
 sponsible for the nonincreasing regions of the
 correspondence between the number of entre-
 preneurs of type h and the complexity (go-).

 The second mechanism results from the rela-
 tion between entrepreneurial complexity and in-
 tergenerational social mobility. As we have
 seen, an increase in the former reduces the
 relative advantage of having an entrepreneur as
 a parent. This increases social mobility, the
 number of entrepreneurs of intelligence type h,
 and the average intelligence of entrepreneurs.
 This mechanism is responsible for a positive
 relation between the number of entrepreneurs of
 intelligence type h and entrepreneurial diffi-
 culty. In our model, this relation takes the form
 of a jump at go- = D*. The discontinuity
 results from the assumption of discrete levels of
 intelligence. In Appendix B we present a model
 with a continuous distribution of intelligence, in
 which case this mechanism produces a positive

 and continuous relation between entrepreneurial
 difficulty and the intelligence of entrepreneurs.

 Il. Mobility and Endogenous Growth

 We have now established some relationships
 between entrepreneurial difficulty, driven by
 exogenous technological growth, and how the
 social sorting mechanism allocates individuals
 over different jobs. In the introduction, we ar-
 gued that this allocation has important implica-
 tions for technological growth. To analyze this,
 we need to endogenize technological growth-
 the purpose of this section. We leave the mech-
 anisms introduced in the previous section,
 whereby individuals sort themselves over jobs,
 unchanged.

 To endogenize growth, we assume that the
 average technology used in a period becomes
 the base for further technological advancements
 in the following period. Each entrepreneur can
 choose to use this base technology or any level
 of improvement. This choice is made under a
 trade-off between productivity and difficulty-
 more technological advancements also mean a
 higher margin for mistakes. As we will see, this
 trade-off is affected by the intelligence type of
 the entrepreneur-more intelligent entrepre-
 neurs choose more innovation. Aggregate
 growth thus depends on the outcome of the
 social sorting mechanism. More specifically, as
 entrepreneurial difficulty increases, driven by
 previous high growth, the social sorting mech-
 anism tends to pick intelligent individuals to be
 entrepreneurs. This, in turn, implies that society
 will also enjoy high growth in the future.

 A. The Choice of Technology

 Let us use b to denote the base technology in
 a period. This is established as the average
 technology used by the previous generation of
 entrepreneurs.18 In analogy with the assump-
 tions in the previous section, we assume that the
 social heritage provides information regarding

 18 Any convex combination of the technologies previ-
 ously used would do. A more explicit model could involve

 multiple sectors. Then, each entrepreneur may have an
 aggregate of the different technologies used by the previous
 generation as input in the production/innovation process.
 Such an extension is left for future work.
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 the right decision associated with technology b,
 denoted Xb. In addition, intelligence helps by
 providing a signal on the right decision associ-
 ated with technology b. Below, we specify how
 the information individuals have on Xb is related
 to the average technological advancements in
 the previous period. Basically, we assume that if
 only small technological advancements were
 made in the previous period, entrepreneurs have
 learned how to use the technology well and can
 thus provide accurate information on Xb to their
 children. For the time being, we take the beliefs

 on Xb by an individual of social background p
 and intelligence of type i as given and assume
 that these are normally distributed with a preci-

 sion (Vp,j)
 We then turn to how the beliefs about the

 optimal actions associated with more produc-
 tive technologies are formed. Each increment in
 productivity adds uncertainty to the optimal de-
 cision. This addition is given by the Wiener
 increment dz, as specified in equation (5). If a
 particular entrepreneur chooses to increase the
 log(productivity) from b to b + g, the added
 variance is given by go- as in equation (6).

 Entrepreneurs use their intelligence to infer
 further information about each dz. This infer-
 ence is represented by a signal that is normally
 distributed around dz, with a precision that de-
 pends on individual intelligence. Regardless of
 intelligence, the precision decays in g at the rate
 ,B > 0.20 More precisely, the precision for an
 individual with intelligence type i on a dz at a
 distance h from b is

 ( 1 0) ~~~~ai - Ph (10) e -/h

 We set a1 = 1 and denote ah a a > 1.
 Combining equations (5) and (10), we can ex-
 press the beliefs about Xb + g held by an individ-
 ual with social background p and intelligence i

 as follows: Xb I g is normally distributed with a
 variance given by

 (11) v + f (+ eai-Ph) dh

 o

 (T (yeai + egg\
 VP,j + In +uea-

 Using the utility and production functions of the
 previous section, we can now state the utility of

 an entrepreneur as

 (12) Ue(p, i) = max,,,,g{ln(2(eb+gl))l12 - wi

 E(Xb+g - a)2}

 =maxgg + b-lIn w -Vp

 (J /oeai + e\ g
 - In
 I3 V 1 + re /J

 The first-order condition for g and 1 implies that

 (1 3) g= + ln[-/(o- - 1)]
 (13) g = T -g(?e1,

 eb -+ g(ai)

 d 2 -Id (;0) cId 2 l(w; a).

 with agla a > 0 and aid/laa > 0. In words, a
 higher level of intelligence increases the chosen
 level of technological innovation and labor de-
 mand. On the other hand, neither the amount of
 innovations nor labor demand depends on social
 background. In equation (13), we see that we
 need to impose the restriction u- > 1 to bound
 growth. Otherwise, further innovation would
 always increase the expected return more than
 the cost of the associated increase in risk.

 B. Social Mobility

 Now, let us turn to the conditions determin-
 ing who chooses to become an entrepreneur. As
 in Section I, for sufficiently low (high) wages,
 all (no) agents would choose to become entre-
 preneurs. For each type, there is a threshold
 such that if the wage is higher than that thresh-
 old, the individual prefers to be a worker, and

 19 To reduce notation, we discard time subscripts on
 variables where this can be done without causing ambiguity.
 It should be understood that all time-varying variables with-
 out time subscripts are measured at time t.

 20 It is straightforward to introduce heterogeneity with

 respect to P.
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 we show that this threshold depends on both

 social background and intelligence type. More
 important, exactly like in the previous section,
 the threshold for individuals of type {e, I will
 be more sensitive to increases in entrepreneurial
 complexity, driven by previous growth deci-

 sions, than will the threshold for individuals of

 type {w, h}.
 To simplify the exposition, let us use the

 following definition:

 eT oe2i + efg(ai)

 (14) X(ai) g(a1i)- ln 1 + oea -a

 X(ao) represents the net gain in expected utility

 an entrepreneur can get by choosing g opti-
 mally, rather than setting it to zero; of course,

 this gain is nonnegative and zero if and only if

 optimal g is zero. More important, it increases

 in a, since a more intelligent entrepreneur is

 better able to take advantage of the opportunity

 to innovate. Furthermore, as optimal growth,
 X(ao) is independent of social background.

 An individual with social background p and
 intelligence type i will choose to be an entre-
 preneur if:

 (15) X(ati) + b -2 In w > VP,ji

 This expression is the counterpart to equation

 (3) in Section I. The only difference is that there
 is an additional advantage of being of intelli-
 gence type h-namely, to take advantage of the
 possibility to choose more advanced technolo-
 gies. Note that the left-hand side of (15) de-
 pends on the intelligence level only, whereas
 the right-hand side also depends on social back-
 ground. To determine who will become an en-
 trepreneur, we need to specify the individual's
 knowledge regarding the utilization of the base

 technology (measured by VP i).

 C. Growth Externalities

 As in Section I, the agents' information re-
 garding the best usage of the base technology
 comes from two sources: their intelligence and

 their social background. Their intelligence pro-
 vides them with a signal with a precision de-

 noted di, and we assume &-h > 61. As in the

 previous section, we reduce notation by normal-

 izing &, to unity and denoting ah a.
 We now specify the intergenerational infor-

 mational spillover, that is, the intergenerational
 transmission of information on Xb. In analogy to
 the previous section, we assume that children of
 entrepreneurs receive full information regarding
 the base technology used by their parents. Chil-
 dren of workers, on the other hand, get a signal
 that is potentially imperfect and with a variance

 denoted y ' 0. Thus, increases in y increase the
 parametric informational disadvantage of chil-
 dren of workers.

 In period t, let g t denote the average (ag-
 gregate) rate of technological growth in the
 previous period. Before using the information
 provided by their intelligence, the previous as-
 sumptions imply that children of entrepreneurs
 and workers believe that Xb is normally distrib-

 uted with variances o-gt- and y t- ogt I,
 respectively. Combining this information with
 the intelligence signal yields

 - >--?
 (16) Veji(9gt-1 ) ( + ?t i)

 -zwi(gt-,,- l+ o gt +i!

 It is now clear that type {e, h } individuals
 are always in the best position to become en-
 trepreneurs and type {w, 1} individuals are in
 the worst position. Type {e, 1 } individuals are
 better entrepreneurs than type {w, h} individ-
 uals if and only if

 (17) X(a) - X(l)

 < Vi4,,h (kt -I Ve l (9-t - I

 Furthermore,

 RESULT 4 Growth Threshold: There is a level

 of growth g ?- 0 such that if -t- 1 is larger than
 g*, the expected utility of an individual of type {w,
 h} is higher than the expected utility of an indi-
 vidual of type {e, l} if they are both entrepreneurs
 and jfce the same wage. If g* > 0, the opposite is
 true if gt- 1 is smaller than g*. Furthermore, ag*/
 O,y > 0, ag*laa < 0, and ag*h3&o < 0.
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 It is straightforward to verify this result by

 noting that an increase in , - 1 and a reduction
 in y reduce the informational disadvantage of

 children of workers [reducing the right-hand
 side of (17)], while leaving the benefit of being
 of intelligence type h [the left-hand side of (17)]
 unaffected. On the other hand, an increase in a
 increases the left-hand side and an increase in &
 decreases the right-hand side. A particularly

 simple example is the case when y =o, and
 ?-1 = 0. In this case, the right-hand side of (17)
 simplifies to at- 1 - vgt- I-

 In parallel to the results in Section I, we thus
 find that if the intrinsic difficulty of being an

 entrepreneur, driven by - - 1, is sufficiently
 high, type {w, h } individuals are better suited
 for the task than type {e, l} individuals,
 whereas the opposite may occur for low levels
 of difficulty. The reason for the existence of the
 threshold is identical to the reason in Section I:
 an increase in previous growth increases the
 intrinsic difficulty of being an entrepreneur and
 reduces the relevance of the information inher-

 ited by children of entrepreneurs. Thus, the rel-
 ative advantage of being of intelligence type h
 versus having a parent who was an entrepreneur
 increases in growth.2

 The labor-market equilibrium under endoge-
 nous growth will share all important features
 with the equilibrium described in Section I,
 subsection C. The same two equilibrium condi-
 tions must be satisfied-individuals choose oc-

 cupation optimally and, given the number of
 entrepreneurs, the wage clears the labor market.
 As shown in Appendix B, the occupation choice

 defines mt as a decreasing step-function of the
 wage and the labor-market equilibrium mt as a
 strictly increasing continuous function of wt.
 This ensures the existence of a unique equilib-
 rium for any combination of growth rates and
 number of entrepreneurs in the previous period.
 Furthermore, for any combination of constant
 values of g(a) and g(1), there exist steady-state
 values of m and w. As in Section I, there is a set

 of steady states for the case of no social mobil-

 ity and unique values under positive social mo-

 bility. In both cases, however, the steady state
 composition of entrepreneurs is uniquely
 determined.

 We now have the main result of this section.

 RESULT 5: Growth feedback: Let m(g ,-)
 denote a steady-state value of the number oJf
 entrepreneurs associated with a constant

 growth rate g- t. Then there exists a nonde-
 creasing function G( t- 1) such that, if mt 1
 equals m(-t-1), gt is given by G(g,1).
 G( - t) is discontinuous at G( g*)

 The previous result is depicted in Figure
 4. One curve is simply a 45-degree ray from the

 origin. The other curve is the function G( gt - ).
 Clearly, G(O) equals qg(az) + (1 - q) g(1) if

 g* > 0 and is constant until - g*, where
 it jumps. As we know, this results from the fact
 that the level of entrepreneurial complexity has
 then increased to the point at which the advan-
 tage of being of intelligence type h outweighs
 the advantage of having entrepreneurial social
 background. The resulting change in the alloca-
 tion of individuals over jobs is more efficient
 from a growth perspective, so growth increases.

 As gt- increases from g*, an increasing
 number of entrepreneurs of intelligence type 1
 find it too difficult to be entrepreneurs, which
 raises the average intelligence of the remaining
 entrepreneurs and aggregate growth increases.
 This continues until all entrepreneurs are of

 intelligence type h and gt equals g(a).22
 Clearly, we have steady states where the lines

 cross. They are locally stable to variations in

 gt- 1 when the second curve intersects the 45-
 degree ray from above. Note that we know from
 Result 4 and equation (13) that, by varying the
 informational disadvantage of children of work-
 ers (i.e., changing y), we can shift g* without
 affecting the aggregate growth rate in the no-
 mobility steady state. This fact, in combination
 with the discontinuity at g*, ensures that two
 stable steady-state endogenous growth equilib-
 ria generically exist. 21 It is straightforward to extend the analysis by assum-

 ing that children of entrepreneurs receive a signal on each

 innovation taken in the previous period. If the precision in

 these signals is lower than [(1 + &y)2 - 1]o, the informa-

 tional disadvantage of individuals of type {w, h } monoton-

 ically falls in t- 1. Furthermore, as long as the precision is
 finite, Result 4 holds.

 22 As in Section I, if q is sufficiently low, only individ-
 uals of type h become entrepreneurs if g- 1 > g*. Then G
 is simply a step function.
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 g(a)

 qg(a) + (I - q)g(l) -

 g t-i

 FIGURE 4. MULTIPLE STEADY STATES

 III. Conclusion

 The presented model is certainly very styl-

 ized. Nevertheless, we think it describes

 important real-world mechanisms relating
 growth, intergenerational social mobility, and
 the demands on individuals in different social

 positions. Different individuals have different
 aptitudes with regard to creating ideas and

 finding better ways of production. The extent

 to which society can take advantage of this
 depends on the efficiency of the social sorting
 mechanism. Furthermore, it seems very un-
 likely that the full social value of creating

 ideas and inspiring other individuals is cap-
 tured by those producing the ideas and the
 inspiration. A Walrasian labor market will
 thus assign jobs in a way that may hamper
 economic growth. The inefficiencies of the
 labor market, however, can be mitigated when

 the growth rate is higher, since high growth
 rates reduce the importance of the transmis-

 sion of social advantages from parents to their

 children, thus making individuals compete on
 more equal grounds.

 This paper models a single economy and it
 must thus be extended to be consistent with
 the growing body of literature showing that
 growth in different countries appears to con-
 verge while incomes diverge toward a bi-
 modal distribution.23 In a working paper
 version of this paper, we make two additional
 assumptions: (i) the best technology used in
 the world "trickles down" to other countries
 with a time lag, and (ii) at that lagged date,
 it can be used without much need for in-
 telligence. These assumptions will have the
 single effect of making the steady-state
 growth rate of all countries coincide. The
 different steady states instead imply different
 income levels.

 23 See Steven N. Durlauf and Paul A. Johnson (1995),
 Oded Galor (1996), Charles I. Jones (1997), Lant Pritchett
 (1997), and Danny Quah (1997).
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 In our model, each entrepreneur is free to

 choose the level of technological growth in his/
 her firm. An interesting extension would be to

 include a policy parameter that affects this

 choice-for example, taxes on or subsidies to

 the return to innovation. Such a policy could be
 made endogenous by introducing a political

 choice mechanism. As in Per Krusell and Jose

 Victor Rios-Rull (1996), different individuals
 would then have different vested interests with
 regard to this policy.

 Another interesting extension would be to
 include multiple production sectors and allow
 different levels of technological growth in dif-
 ferent sectors, which would render possible a
 test of the model on cross-sectional data on
 industries (as in, e.g., Bartel and Sicherman

 (1999)].
 The analysis in this paper has been positive

 and the outcome of the model is determined by
 history. To allow policy recommendations, we
 should include policy parameters in the analy-
 sis. Forecasting the results of this, we conjecture
 that improvements in, for example, the public
 school system would lead to a reduction in the
 difference in informational disadvantage of
 coming from less-privileged homes. The result-
 ing improvement in social selection could prove
 to be self-enforcing by leading to a more dy-
 namic society in which social background is
 less important for social sorting. Thus, better
 public schooling could be a way out of a low-
 growth trap. The feedback mechanism can also
 cause multiplier effects, whereby policy
 changes lead to long-run effects larger than the
 initial ones. This might also occur in the case
 when multiple steady states do not exist.

 Furthermore, increases in what we have
 called the intrinsic difficulty of being (and be-
 coming) an entrepreneur may have positive ef-
 fects on intergenerational social mobility, which
 could improve the allocation of the nation's
 stock of innate ability. Such changes could oc-
 cur in many different ways, of which higher
 intellectual standards in schools, increased mar-
 ket competition, and opening the economy to
 trade and to foreign influences are a few exam-
 ples. Such changes would have not only nega-
 tive effects on the level of output but also
 positive effects on growth. The development of
 a model better suited for making welfare com-
 parisons is left for future research.

 APPENDIX A

 Complete Description of the Equilibrium

 Sorting Condition

 S(z) is given by

 (Al)

 1 if Pw > Zt
 [q + mt(- - -q), 1] if zt = Pw,j
 q + mt -1 (- q) if PW,h > Zt > P,1
 [mt-I, q + mtI(I - q)] if Zt=Pw,h
 Mt_ I if Pej > Zt > Pw,h
 [mt- 1q, mt- 1] if zt- =P,
 Mt-1 q if Pe,h > Zt > Pe l
 [0, mt- q] if zt =Pe,h
 0 if Zt > Pe,h

 if gor < D* and by

 1 if PW,1 > zt

 [q + mt1(I a q), 1] if zt = Pw,l
 q + mt( - (I q) if Pe,1 > Z > Pw,l
 [q, q +mt m (l - q)] if Zt=Pel
 q if Pw,h > Zt > PeJl
 [mt-I q, q] if Zt Pw,h
 Mt-1 q if Peh St> Zt > Pw,h
 [0, mt q] if Zt = Pe,h
 0 if Zt > Pe,h

 if gcr ? D*.

 Labor-Market Equilibrium Under

 Endogenous Growth

 The introduction of a choice of technology
 implies that the labor demand by an individual
 entrepreneur depends on his or her intelligence
 type, as shown in equation (13). Thus, the equi-
 librium wage on the labor market now depends
 on the share of intelligent entrepreneurs and on
 social mobility. A larger share of entrepreneurs
 of intelligence type h implies a higher labor
 demand and a smaller number of entrepreneurs
 for each wage.

 As in Section I, subsection C, the number of
 individuals preferring to be entrepreneurs will
 be a decreasing step function of the labor mar-
 ket wage. If t- 1 < g *, the horizontal sections,
 as in (Al), will be given by 1, q + mt- (l -
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 q), mt1, mt q, and zero. If g1 ? g*, as
 in (A1), they will instead be given by 1, q +

 Mt -1(I - q), q, qmt - 1' and zero.
 The labor-market equilibrium curve also de-

 pends on whether - t > g*. Consider first the
 case when g 1 > g*. Then, the labor-market
 equilibrium curve will consist of two segments:

 (A2) 1-m,

 f m1ld(w,; a), if mt ? q
 = qld(w; a) + (m, - q)ld(Wt; 1),
 1 if m> q.

 Clearly, this implies that we can write mt as a
 continuous and strictly increasing function of w
 starting at zero and approaching unity as w goes
 to infinity.

 In the case gt < g*, we will instead have
 four segments. In the first, only type {e, h}
 individuals are entrepreneurs. This segment

 covers values of mt between zero and qmt- 1.
 The next segment covers values of mt between
 qmt-, and mt-1. Here, all type {e, h} and
 some type {e, l} individuals are entrepreneurs.
 For values of mt between mt -1 and mt -1 +
 q(l - mt -) all type e and some type {w, h}
 individuals are entrepreneurs and, finally, for mt
 larger than mt- 1 + q(l - mt- 1) all individ-
 uals of intelligence type h and some type {w, 1 }
 ones are entrepreneurs. Thus, the right-hand
 side of the previous equation now becomes

 (A3)

 Mt ld(W; ae), if mt '< qm,_ -
 qmt-I ld(w; a)

 + (mt - qmt -1)ld(W; 1),
 if mt_- > mt > qmt-l

 (mt - (1 - q)mt1 )ld(w; a)
 + (1 q)mt-1 ld(W; 1),
 if mt- + q(l - -mt - 1 ) >~ Mt > Mt - 1 v

 qld(w; a) + (m, - q)ld(W; 1),
 if mt > q + q(l -mt-l

 which also produces a continuous and upward-
 sloping relation between mt and wt, starting at
 zero and approaching unity as w goes to infin-
 ity. Thus, the basic properties of labor-market
 equilibrium in Section II are maintained. It is

 also straightforward to show that the basic sta-
 bility properties carry over to the endogenous
 growth case. In particular, as in Section I, sub-
 section C, we have three cases for the steady

 state when g - > g*, depending on the level
 of q. If it is high (low), the wage has to make
 the {w, h } ({e, 1 }) type indifferent between the
 career choices. In a middle range, the steady
 state is such that all individuals of intelligence
 type h, but no others, are entrepreneurs. In
 either case, the equilibriuin is independent of

 small variations in m t, around the steady
 state.

 APPENDIX B: AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL

 Here, we describe a model closely resem-
 bling the model in Section I. In this model, we

 assume that xt follows an AR(1) process, with
 autocorrelation p E [0, 1]. and ox denoting the
 variance of the innovation. Setting p = 1 pro-
 duces equation (6). We assume children of en-

 trepreneurs know xt- ,, whereas children of
 workers know only the unconditional distribu-

 tion. This is equivalent to setting yw = uI((1 -
 p) in Section I. In addition, there are three
 differences that make it impossible to solve this
 model analytically. First, instead of having only
 two levels of intelligence, we assume that the
 level of intelligence, denoted q, is continuous
 with a distribution represented by a distribution
 function F(q). As previously, there is an indi-

 vidual signal on xt with a precision given by qi.
 Second, we assume that the entrepreneurial

 error affects output rather than profits. The
 profit function of a firm is thus

 (B1) - -le-[(x-a)2w2erl w-l,

 where 0 is the labor share of income. Let the
 precision in the beliefs about x by an individual

 with a level of intelligence qi and with a parent
 who had occupation p E {w, e} be denoted
 P(p, i). Solving for the maximum of expected
 profits over 1, we find that the labor demand in
 a firm run by an individual of type {p, i} is
 given by

 (132) ld(wle , p, qi; a)

 I + P(P' 0 /(l -w
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 and expected profit

 (B3) Ewr(e", wle", P, qi; o)

 I el' 0/(1 - 0)

 =er( 1 + P(p, i)-1 w)

 Third, we assume risk neutrality. Then, each
 individual chooses to become a worker (an en-

 trepreneur) if the wage is higher (lower) than
 the expected profit. The threshold level of intel-
 ligence is determined by the condition that the

 expected profit equals the wage, which makes

 the (risk-neutral) agent indifferent between the

 two choices.

 (B 4) 7T(e , wle , p, qi; or)

 K y e~~~~rA 0/(1 - 0)
 =er I + P(P, i)-1 ) w.

 Solving this for the threshold precision P(wler)
 yields

 (B5) P(wle') L [(r)2 -

 We can then find the threshold intelligence
 levels for the two types of parental background,

 denoted qe and q4:

 (B6) qe(wle r; o-) =P(wle r)-

 and

 (B7) qw(wler; o) -P(wle')- P

 Now, consider the labor market. The supply
 of workers is the number of entrepreneurs'
 children with a level of intelligence lower
 than 71m and the number of workers' children

 with a level of intelligence lower than qw.
 This means that the aggregate labor supply in

 period t is

 (B8) Ls(wler, m- l; a)

 -mt -F(qe) + (1 mt-

 We also have that

 (B9) Mt = Mt I(I F(qm))

 + (1 m)(I -F(qj)).

 The aggregate labor demand is given by

 (B10) L d(wle', mt_ l; (X)

 00

 mt- l Id(wle", qi, e; o) dF(q)
 qe

 + (1 mt-) ld(wle', qi, w; a) dF(q).

 In a steady state equilibrium, it is required
 that

 (BIl) Mt Mt-

 Ld(wle', Mt - Io") L'(wle', m t a ;(),

 which defines a steady-state value of m and a
 corresponding steady-state level of wler.

 Now, let us specify some parameters to illus-
 trate the behavior of the model. We have used
 0 = 0.5, p = 0.5, and set F(q) = q, so that q E
 [0, 1]. This means that the aggregate stock of
 intelligence in the economy is 1/2.

 The results are depicted in Figure 5. The top left
 panel shows the cutoff level of intelligence such
 that all individuals with a level of intelligence
 lower than that level prefer to be workers. We see
 that for low enough u-, all children of entrepre-
 neurs choose to become entrepreneurs and all
 children of workers to become workers
 intergenerational mobility is zero. As o- increases,
 innate assets become relatively more important.
 The cutoff levels of intelligence for the two groups
 thus become closer and approach the same level at
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 Cut off intelligence to become entrepreneur Amounts of intelligence allocated to

 A i j i entrepreneurial activities
 1.0 0.35 - _

 0.30I

 .50

 / yee 0.25.

 0 0.20 I
 -4 -2 0 2 4 ln(d3 -4 -2 0 2 4

 Steady-state share of Average intelligence of entrepreneurs
 entrepreneurs

 0.500 0.80___

 0.70 -

 0.475-

 0.60

 0.450 0.50
 4 -2 0 2 4 ln(o) 4 ln(o)

 FIGURE 5. GROWTH STEADY STATES

 around 0.55. The bottom left panel shows the
 number of entrepreneurs that can be sustained in a
 steady state equilibrium. For low values of oa,
 there is a multiplicity of equilibria for the same
 reason as in the model in the main text; here, there
 is a range of wages such that neither the children
 of entrepreneurs nor the children of workers want
 to pursue a career different from that of their
 parents. Any level of m that produces a wage
 within this range is a steady-state equilibrium.
 Above the level of of at which social mobility
 starts to become operative, there is a single steady-
 state equilibrium for each level of o.

 The increase in intergenerational social
 mobility, incurred by an increase in o-, raises
 the average level of intelligence among entre-
 preneurs. This is shown in the bottom right
 panel of Figure 5. The amount of intelligence
 among entrepreneurs has a shape very similar
 to the one depicted in Figure 3. For low
 values of oa, no more than half the stock of
 intelligence is allocated to entrepreneurial po-
 sitions. At the point of a- at which social

 mobility becomes operative, this share in-

 creases quickly, since sorting becomes more
 efficient. Then, the amount of intelligence

 allocated to entrepreneurial positions starts
 falling slowly, reflecting that it becomes more
 difficult for everybody to be an entrepre-
 neur. Here, as in the model in the main text,

 two mechanisms working in opposite direc-
 tions create a nonmonotonous relation be-
 tween o- and the amount of intelligence
 allocated to entrepreneurial positions. The
 first is responsible for the downward slope for
 low and high levels of oa. The other creates an
 intermediate range in which it increases rap-

 idly, but not discontinuously, as in the model
 in Section I.
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